FOCPL Minutes, June 6 2018
In attendance:
Toni Gildone, Elizabeth Morrison, Megan Campell, Lynette Sherman, Cheryl Metcalf
Items Discussed:
1.Harry Potter Planning and Homework Sharing
*Decorating*
-Suzanne shared an awesome Google Doc with decorating ideas. Elizabeth and Janet also have decorating Ideas on
Pinterest. Should these all go "on the same page"? (Pinterest board and Google Doc.)
*Ticket Pricing*
-Megan shared pricing in Montpelier was somewhere around $20 - $25 for tickets.
-We still need to have a work around for families to attend that may not be able to afford regular ticket pricing.
*Script*
-Almost finalized. A decision was made that Nevil sleeps rather than dies.
-We discussed having actors having the script ahead of time so they are prepared.
-Servers could take on some secondary rolls - possibility?
*Food Committee *
-Was not able to meet. We will work to meet and share information prior to the next meeting.
2. Other “Follow-Up” Items *Outdoor Screen Research*
-Lynette is still working on this.
*Elizabeth created a Google Form for Book Club and will share.
*Radio Show*
-Checking of Copyright is In Progress

3. Summer Reading Update/ Sharing From Toni
*52 people have signed up for summer reading!
*Toni has shared that we will kick off next Friday. Activities include creating a banner and a sound experiment
*Toni has written three grants and these have been submitted for funding,
4. Good of the Order
Arts Festival on the Green - August 25th - Want to Revisit
*Idea for cupcake decorating and pendulum painting. Would these ideas work for this event? Is this in line with what
the Kids Art tent vision?
*Suzanne, are you thinking multiple activities throughout the day?
*Would any friends be willing to volunteer for a time slot or to run/create an activity?
5.A “secret agenda item” was discussed.
Agenda For Next Meeting:
Harry Potter Dinner Planning
Radio Theatre & Summer Movie Night
Arts Festival

